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Eating the Big Fish 1999-01-27
eating the big fish is on fire with ideas best in the marketplace steve hayden president
worldwide brand services ogilvy mather in 1986 the levi s dockers brand challenged the biggest
fish in the men s apparel sea haggar and we beat the pants off them in his new book adam
morgan adroitly presents many of the same fundamental marketing principles which worked so
well for us a must read for marketing professionals steve goldstein v p marketing research
levi s brand u s a years ago avis was a little fish in the car rental industry fearing the
company would be swallowed up if they didn t try harder avis boldly announced its 2 status to
the world through advertising and the rest is history why has this approach become a marketing
legend because there are more people who can relate to being 2 3 or even 4 than can claim they
know what it s like to be the big fish there are plenty of little fish out there circling in
schools around the brand leaders they so desperately wish to surpass squeezed by new
competition a retreating consumer and aggressive retailing practices marketers of second and
third rank brands are struggling to survive in a business environment where they have fewer
resources and less control than ever before but instead of watching and copying every move the
big fish makes these challenger brands need their own set of marketing rules if they have any
hopes of staying afloat and competing effectively against the leader eating the big fish is
the first book that sets out to define those rules adam morgan offers an innovative mental and
strategic framework for those who find themselves in this new hostile middle ground looking
for aggressive growth against the market leader morgan the joint european planning director of
tbwa the international advertising agency behind the campaigns for such brands as absolut
vodka apple computers and sony playstation has examined in detail forty of the most successful
challenger brands of the last ten years new or relaunched brands which have achieved rapid
growth and fame with limited marketing resources he outlines the reasons why challengers must
think differently in order to survive offering hands on advice plentiful examples and
invaluable information to help a challenger learn how to swim out of the shadow of the big



fish at the heart of the book are the eight credos of challenger brands morgan s analysis of
the common marketing strands that these challengers seem to share which range in scope from
the need to project who you are and what you believe in 2 build a lighthouse identity to
insights about the organizational structure and focus in such companies and brands 8 become
idea centered rather than consumer centered morgan fully analyzes each credo discussing in
detail the marketing strategy and behavior of the specific challenger brands that have shaped
the rules he provides case studies that include both his agency s clients and other well known
brands such as lexus oakley fox tv energizer virgin atlantic swatch nissan and more morgan
then draws the credos together into a challenger strategic program that can be applied to the
reader s own market and brand challenge offering a proposed outline for a two day off site
program that will attempt to kick start the challenger process for a core group within any
marketing or management team in addition morgan looks at the great challengers of the last ten
years who have gone on to become brand leaders and shows how even the rules of brand
leadership have changed why staying 1 now means in fact thinking and behaving like a 2 anyone
can follow a leader it takes a smart company to go up against the big fish and morgan s
innovative strategic program will show even the littlest fish how to make a meal out of the
competition

Industrial Global Brand Leadership 2007
eating the big fish how challenger brands can compete against brand leaders second edition
revised and expanded the second edition of the international bestseller now revised and
updated for 2009 just in time for the business challenges ahead it contains over 25 new
interviews and case histories two completely new chapters introduces a new typology of 12
different kinds of challengers has extensive updates of the main chapters a range of new
exercises supplies weblinks to view interviews online and offers supplementary downloadable
information



Eating the Big Fish 2009-02-17
さまざまな要職を歴任した人材でも ceoに就任してその職務をまっとうするのは難しい 筆者はさまざまな機会にceoなどの経営幹部数百人以上にインタビューしてきた経験を持ち そこからシニアリー
ダーへの役割転換を成功させるための教訓を得た 本書では これら教訓をまとめた著書the leap to leader から リーダーとなるため また新たな役割で遭遇する課題に対処するための
メンタルの切り替えについて探る 目指すリーダー像を明確にする 意思決定力を高めるなど 5つの点について 事例を交えて解説する diamondハーバード ビジネス レビュー 2023年9月号
に掲載された記事を電子書籍化したものです

リーダーが真のリーダーへと飛躍するために必要なこと 2024-06-12
today thousands of marketing books exist ready to bombard you with buzz words and secrets to
marketing success but by condensing and summarising current thinking in marketing this book
gives you the chance to become an authority yourself quickly and efficiently this book
presents marketing ideas from the profiled books clearly and accurately and will allow you not
only to put these ideas into place but also explain them authoritatively to colleagues books
profiled include the long tail meatball sundae buzz affluenza and blink saving you hundreds of
hours of reading time marketing greatest hits is vital for anyone looking to keep up with
marketing practices now

Marketing Greatest Hits 2010-10-15
what do tesla apple warby parker and nike all have in common they all challenged the
conventions of their category and in true challenger brand style caused the world to navigate
by their beliefs actions and standards in this easily accessible series of stories illuminate
explores what makes these brands tick and how today s modern marketer can benefit from their
example packed full of insights case stories and real world examples from my thirty five plus
years on the front line of challenger marketing illuminate is an essential read for anyone



involved in the business of building brands particularly challenger brands these are the
brands who see imperfections as opportunities who take umbrage at the lowly expectations that
abound in so many categories who challenge the monsters in our midst they are the mavericks
who hate the status quo who create new norms and who force the world to navigate by their
vision of the future and these are the brands you will learn about in this book some are new
some are old but all are challengers at heart and they all have fascinating stories to tell
because why you do business today is perhaps even more important that what you do or how you
do it yet every day we see too many firms chasing the competition believing that price product
features or passion alone will make them winners companies without a clearly articulated
purpose the result low returns failed or sub performing companies another dream shattered
another great idea turned to dust the losers are the employees management teams owners and
boards at all these companies as well as the investors the vcs private equity firms angel
funders and founders and the world itself but it doesn t have to be that way most companies
focus on what they do and sometimes how they do it and then expect people to buy their product
or service challengers however broadcast why they do what they do and change the world in the
process challengers create new sets of rules and expect the world to follow their lead and
they do it with passion and focus not big budgets it s why they re some of the fastest growing
companies on earth in illuminate ii you will learn tips and tricks gain insights and ideas and
be able to put into practice lessons from some of the world s most interesting challenger
brands some of the stories you will read have historical routes some are centered on my recent
experience some will hopefully inspire you to think and act different at or with your company
or even in your life some will provide you clear tangible lessons and exercises to use and
hopefully all of them will help you perfect the art and science of challenger behavior



Illuminate: A Challenger's Handbook Volume II 2024-02-28
fresh provocative and powerful had i read this book before istarted building a company of my
own it would have saved me agreat deal of time and pain sam hill president heliosconsulting
coauthor radical marketing and the infiniteasset in this insane world of ephemeral company
loyalty and revolvingdoors to top positions stan richards has clearly outlinedexceedingly sane
ways for any company to retain star performers bycreating an environment that fundamentally
rejects officepolitics dick hammill senior vice president marketing andadvertising the home
depot for the three decades during which i was building mullen my herowasn t in new york he
was in dallas stan richards built aquintessentially creative agency from the uncommon clay of
courage generosity common sense loyalty and integrity if you d like tobe famous respected
loved and rich here s the manual jimmullen founder mullen advertising keeping the creative
spirit alive with every member of your teamas your company grows should be your highest
priority thepeaceable kingdom clearly describes how to keep the spirit aliveand how to
encourage every member of the team to constantly focuson improving the company and its
services every day h rossperot the peaceable kingdom is a story like no other one that reveals
howa company that admittedly refers to itself as strange and oddnevertheless became one of the
most closely watched respected andprofitable businesses in the advertising industry this eye
openingbook takes you inside the doors of the richards group whichmanaged to survive and
prosper in this cutthroat business bydefying many truisms not only for ad agencies but for
businesses ingeneral company founder stan richards along with david culp unveils how
unconventional methods and a willingness to break downbarriers earned them an a client list
including nokia home depot motel 6 fruit of the loom corona and chick fil a read the peaceable
kingdom and see how your company no matter theindustry can follow in their footsteps and build
a more harmonious productive and prosperous business



The Peaceable Kingdom 2001-03-15
in der modernen unternehmenswelt gehören kreative und originelle ideen zum wesentlichen
bestandteil der markenstrategie the do it yourself lobotomy beschreibt sichere methoden wie
man den kopf frei bekommt und wie man sich selbst und andere zu aktiver kreativität inspiriert
bei den von autor tom monahan entwickelten techniken darunter auch seine 180 degree thinkingtm
und 100 mph methode handelt es sich um leicht anzuwendende strategien mit deren hilfe neue
ideen freigesetzt kreative produktentwicklung und das erstellen kreativer werbe und
marketingpläne erleichtert werden hier lernen sie wie sie sich mit hilfe von kreativem denken
und erprobten techniken bei der entwicklung neuer produkte und dienstleistungen namen
werbeideen und kundenorientierten lösungen einen wettbewerbsvorteil verschaffen am beispiel
von unternehmen wie z b mcdonald s viacom und abc sports demonstriert monahan anschaulich wie
diese techniken funktionieren ein band aus der bekannten adweek reihe autor tom monahan ist
ein absoluter experte auf diesem gebiet der ehemalige creative director und mitbegründer der
leonard monahan werbeagentur ist heute als führender consultant in sachen creative thinking
tätig als president und head coach der before and after inc zählt er unternehmen wie conde
nast the wall street journal washington post und putnam investments zu seinen stammkunden

The Do-It-Yourself Lobotomy 2002-10-24
casting for big ideas ist das einzige buch zum thema werbung das sich mit der leitung einer
werbeagentur auseinandersetzt es basiert auf der langjährigen praxiserfahrung und dem engen
netz persönlicher kontakte des autors andrew jaffe altvater der werbebranche präsentiert hier
wichtige lektionen zu management und erfolg einer werbeagentur er macht deutlich dass das
geschäftsmodell von vor 40 jahren heute ausgedient hat in einer zeit in der kürzungen des
werbebudgets an der tagesordnung sind und immer neue formen externer marketing services und



strategien gefragt sind anhand der metapher des fliegenfischens beschreibt er einen ansatz für
langfristiges und beständiges wachstum in dieser äußerst wettbewerbsintensiven und
wechselhaften branche die ja gerade von kurzfristigen erfolgen profitiert das buch behandelt
das thema von einer management orientierten perspektive unter dem motto zurück zu den ideen
das von führenden modernen autoren wie sergio zyman und mark earls bereits postuliert wird
enthalten sind interviews mit führenden köpfen von top werbeagenturen wie z b bob schmetterer
von euro rscg lazarus von ogilvy und jean marie dru von twba casting for big ideas der
ultimative ratgeber für agenturchefs die sich im modernen geschäftsumfeld behaupten wollen

Casting for Big Ideas 2003-09-24
a new revised edition of the classic bestseller in this second edition of the irreverent
celebrated book master copywriter luke sullivan looks at the history of advertising from the
good to the bad to the ugly updated to include the latest campaigns this edition also features
two extended final chapters with in depth prescriptions for building a career in advertising
and a real world look at the day to day operations of today s ad agencies among the most
disparaged campaigns in advertising history the mr whipple ads for charmin toilet paper were
also wildly successful sullivan explores the whipple phenomenon examining why bad ads
sometimes work why great ads fail and how advertisers can learn to balance creative work with
the mandate to sell products luke sullivan atlanta ga is the chief creative officer at west
wayne an atlanta based agency and an award winning copywriter with over twenty years of
experience in the business at some of the elite agencies in america fallon mcelligott and the
martin agency



Hey, Whipple, Squeeze This 2003
traditionally company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit
margins then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising but history
shows that some of the most effective branding campaigns are born when companies work with ad
agencies to develop a business strategy that has a big creative idea at its heart what ceo of
euro rscg bob schmetterer calls the creative business idea in leap bob schmetterer shows
advertisers how to combine advertising creativity and bottom line realities to develop winning
business strategies and winning ad campaigns he analyzes some of the most creative business
ideas in history showing how successful advertising and marketing strategies do more than
simply communicate the brand they define it advertisers know how to create demand for an
existing brand but schmetterer argues that the next challenge for advertisers is to help their
clients apply creative thinking to their core business strategy before they launch a branding
blitz leap is about connecting the left brain and the right brain to develop solid business
strategies that are also creative fresh and exciting it s about mixing business s cold
fixation on numbers with the warm heart of art and creativity to build revolutionary brands it
s about connecting with and listening to the client understanding the business and the product
tapping into the client s passion for the product and transmitting that passion to the
consumer it s about what happens when the business makes creativity part of its core strategy
enabling it to move beyond self imposed boundaries and expand the limits of its reach with a
wealth of examples from volvo to purdue schmetterer shows ad agencies and managers how to help
their clients develop the big creative idea that will transform their businesses and perhaps
their industries it s time for companies to make the leap that synthesizes business and
creativity to reap the full rewards of profitable innovation bob schmetterer is chairman and
ceo of euro rscg worldwide a one of the world s top five global advertising and communications
agencies with clients such as intel peugeot air france orange abby national mci danone group
reckitt benckiser volvo and yahoo



Leap 2003-03-10
business experts reveal why this book will grab your attention the best thing about ken
sacharin s book aside from its reader friendly format is its ability to make advertising
practitioners think in human terms about the consumer s basic response mechanisms this
provocative book belongs on the must read list for all marketing directors brand managers
agency creatives or account managers i heartily recommend it ed papazian president media
dynamics inc in today s increasingly crowded communications space attention is undoubtedly the
customer s most scarce resource ken sacharin s practical and hands on attention mechanics
framework will help marketers break out of the noisy business environment and get their
messages across to their target audiences russ winer professor of business university of
california berkeley

Attention! 2004-03-29
in a world of switched off and disenchanted consumers the time is right for a new approach to
communicating with customers passion branding is that approach centred on a passionate
relationship between brand and consumer and the leverage of that passion in order to create
value for all involved in the relationship passion branding can be a great way to drive brand
awareness at a fraction of the cost of traditional advertising particularly for brands that
don t enjoy high emotional affinity with customers drawing on major case studies from around
the world including shell and ferrari hyundai and the fifa world cup and guinness and the
rugby world cup as well as interviews with top practitioners neill duffy introduces passion
branding shows why it is about much more than simple sponsorship and details the many areas in
which this versatile business tool can play a role



Passion Branding 2004-11-19
there s no such thing as an average or old fashioned business just average or old fashioned
ways to do business in fact the opportunity to reach for extraordinary may be most pronounced
in settings that have been far too ordinary for far too long far away from silicon valley in
familiar traditional even unglamorous fields ordinary people are unleashing extraordinary
advances that amaze customers energize employees and create huge economic value their secret
they understand that inventing the future doesn t just mean designing mobile apps and
developing virtual reality headsets in simply brilliant the visionary co founder of fast
company william c taylor goes behind the scenes at some of the unsung organizations that are
revolutionizing their otherwise humdrum fields these unlikely agents of change range from a
parking garage that also serves as a wedding venue to a military insurance company that puts
salespeople through simulated overseas deployment the message is both simple and subversive in
a time of wrenching disruptions and exhilarating leaps of unrelenting turmoil and unlimited
promise the future is open to everybody simply brilliant illustrates how breakthrough
creativity and breakaway performance can be summoned in all industries if leaders dare to
reimagine what s possible in their fields

Simply Brilliant 2016-09-20
google breaks the traditional rules of branding by changing its logo everyday doritos handed
over the us premium advertising slot in the superbowl to a couple of amateur filmmakers the
software industry is well used to living a life in beta even pope benedict xvi has embraced
the inclusive obama model of communication with youtube broadcasts in 27 languages in an
attempt to encourage debate if the pope can do loose anyone can loose thinking is at odds with
all but the most progressive organizations businesses pay lip service to customer



collaboration while still exerting maximum control as clay shirky suggests companies that
create products services and message that are too perfect will leave the consumer thinking
where is the space for me loose shakes up the status quo and shows how prevailing business
wisdom needs to change

Loose 2011-03-03
properly managed no brand need decay and die immortality is within the reach of all if the
right decisions the right resources and the right imagination are brought to bear brands can
renew continuously and outlive their creators brand immortality is a practical health manual
for brands of all types and ages that seek immortality drawing on the renowned ipa
effectiveness awards case histories and full of examples including nokia sony nike apple and
virgin it examines how the nature of brands has changed over time and continues to evolve and
the implications this has for marketing it identifies the factors that are essential to a
brand s long term survival especially those which defend and strengthen a brand s place in the
hearts and minds of consumers enriched by comments from industry insiders who were directly
involved with global brands brand immortality identifies winning brand strategies full of
experience and insight it will help marketers and their agencies beat the odds in winning
retaining and satisfying customers and thus help them achieve brand immortality

Mediaweek 1999-04
at the core of this book is an inspiring ideal that for both commercial and social reasons
brands need the courage to stand for something rather than responding to the latest consumer
whim faced with crowded markets flat growth and growing consumer cynicism brand marketers are
looking for ways to deepen the emotional connection between brands and consumers through
interviews and case studies creating passion brands demonstrates how belief led brands like



google innocent zara and camper have outstripped the growth of their peers by igniting passion
among employees and consumers alike they are passion brands and show the way forward for
marketing in the 21st century drawing on the very latest academic research and millward brown
s unique global research into brand value this book reveals a systematic approach to the
business of creating a passion brand from an existing brand always vivid and often contentious
creating passion brands explores what really counts at the heart of branding today

Adweek 2000-06
advertising expert agnieszka m winkler offers an insider s perspective on how technology has
changed marketing and advertising writing with clarity and confidence she outlines the steps
advertisers and marketers must take to keep pace she cites high profile companies like dell
computers and amazon as examples of brands that were built in months not years these examples
illustrate her sometimes complex concepts and make them more accessible unfortunately she also
devotes a large amount of space to what amounts to a commercial for an adverting software
application that she s trying to sell but for readers who can stomach the pitch getabstract
recommends this book to those who work in marketing advertising or related industries and to
those who are making the transition to technology driven brand building editor s note
teamtoolz one of the major resources covered in this book is a pay for use service sold by the
author

Brand Immortality 2008-11-03
in 1995 a small band of highly creative people who loved the work but hated the workplace
established a company designed not only to get the most out of them but to give the most back
a company in which creativity curiosity versatility and a sense of fun are assets to be
celebrated not encumbrances to be left outside the door law recounts how many st luke s



employee owners discovered new sources of satisfaction hidden talents and even entirely new
careers as they encouraged each other to experiment learn and grow meanwhile the agency s
annual billings soared to more than 90 million in three memorable years complete with
revealing tales of advertising legends such as jay chiat bill tragos frank lowe and the
omnicom chieftains creative company offers a fascinating warts and all tour of the advertising
industry

Creating Passion Brands 2005-09-03
fusionbranding how to forge your brand for the future by brand futurist nick wreden represents
a fresh look at branding imperatives especially for companies selling to other businesses core
principles of fusionbranding are illustrated with numerous case studies each chapter includes
a futureview which looks at branding in 2005 and beyond takeaways in depth questions that can
help apply fusionbranding principles and resources that features books and sites about
fusionbranding principles

Agency 1999
in this work jean marie dru describes disruption as a universal language of change that allows
advertisers from all over the world to form a common strategy

Asia, Inc 2004
they advertised soft drinks on fruit and underwear on sidewalks they employed ed koch to bring
snapple to the american heartland they even used imelda marcos to sell kenneth cole shoes
advertising innovators jon bond and richard kirshenbaum have come up with more outrageously



clever ways to get past consumers detectors than anyone else in advertising today and now they
re finally ready to reveal their methods in under the radar kirshenbaum and bond chronicle
their meteoric rise from a one room two man lower east side stringer operation to kirshenbaum
bond partners one of today s hottest agencies they share the lessons they learned along the
way and describe the evolution of their unique under the radar approach to grabbing and
holding the attention of today s been there done that consumers under the radar offers
advertising and marketing professionals a deeply probing and instructive look at the nature of
advertising and marketing in an age of information overload kirshenbaum and bond provide a
cogent analysis of how the world has changed since david ogilvy laid down his ironclad rules
for successful advertising and using in depth critiques of many of today s best and worst ad
campaigns they describe what it takes to break through the defensive screens of a population
bombarded by 1 500 ad messages each day you ll learn all about cutting edge research
techniques kb p and other front running agencies have developed for getting inside the heads
and hearts of real people and just as important how to use that knowledge to get ad weary
consumers to tune in rather than zone out you ll also learn about the latest trends in
integrated marketing media planning and guerrilla marketing as well as new ways of structuring
an agency in order to stimulate under the radar thinking offering valuable lessons from the
founders of one of today s most innovative and successful advertising firms under the radar is
essential reading for absolutely anyone involved in selling to consumers from self employed
copywriters to marketing vps at fortune 500 companies under the radar talking to today s
cynical consumer is a valuable and important new tool for the advertising industry from two
pros at one of the hottest shops in town jonathan bond and richard kirshenbaum offer valuable
insights and creative solutions on how to break through the clutter to make sure the consumer
gets the message o burtch drake president and ceo american association of advertising agencies
kirshenbaum and bond s genius is their capacity to cut through informational clutter and reach
the grass roots in the war to save new york s drinking water kirshenbaum and bond showed us
how to speak truth to power and be heard robert f kennedy jr this book is the next best thing



to actually working with bond and kirshenbaum they are good they know when to listen and when
to argue with a client they re not just smart and creative they are serious strategic thinkers
roger ailes chairman and ceo fox news if you want to understand how ad executives create smart
innovative advertising richard and jon s book is a must read valerie salembier publisher
esquire magazine any book that helps a company deal with our over communicated world is worth
reading under the radar is definitely one of those books jack trout trout partners ltd author
of the new positioning the latest on the world s 1 business strategy

Warp-Speed Branding 1999-07-26
account planning is a discipline that combines aspects of four traditionally separate areas of
advertising and marketing this text aims to demonstrate how to use account planning to win
clients and produce better more effective advertising it also shows the role account planning
played in producing celebrated advertising campaigns

Creative Company 1999-07-15
vols for 1959 include an annual factbook issue

Fusionbranding 2002
a fascinating book that shows managers a new way to think about and manage companies and how
to succeed in the future andy law is the founder and chairman of st luke s a successful
advertising agency and one of the most talked about and studied companies in the world
described by the prestigious harvard business review as the most frightening company on earth
and renowned for its innovative bordering on experimental management practices and thinking st



luke s is viewed by many as the company of the future in this book andy law himself now
elevated to guru status explains the philosophy and methods behind st luke s success this is
very much based upon putting personal growth and development ahead of business growth and
development in analysing the success of st luke s law provides points of reflection and a
framework for managers and executives from any industry who are seeking to get the most out of
their employees in an age when human resources have become the vital component of nearly every
company

Beyond Disruption 2002-04-29
how did liberal become a dirty word in american politics how did compassionate conservative
become a viable campaign theme when did the independent voter become the most sought after
prize in modern campaigns and why haven t third party candidates enjoyed similar acclaim the
talk of the party listens to how the language of partisanship including words like democrat
republican party liberal conservative and independent has been used over the past fifty years
and how it has created or limited political opportunities listening to the talk of the party
can teach valuable lessons about campaigns opportunities for public life and the future of
these american institutions

Admap 2010
free gift inside offers an alternative solution to the difficulty of selling to an already
sated and sophisticated consumer based on the article torment your customers they ll love it
which harvard busines review chose as one of 2002 s six breakthrough ideas a new concept that
turns marketing on its head and offers a more effective answer to customer relationship
management and permission marketing
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